1. Introduction

Surgical therapy of a colon carcinoma does not usually affect the patient’s quality of life in the medium or long term, if the tumor does not involve adjacent organs and there are no post-operative complications. In rectal cancer, however, dysfunctions such as anal continence disorders occur in quite a few patients following anterior resection, and particularly low anterior resection (LAR) with total mesorectal excision (TME), as a result of the total or almost total loss of the rectum, and disorders of the bladder and sexual function can occur because the autonomic nerves, which regulate bladder and sexual function as well as anal continence, are often damaged due to their anatomical proximity. Not only have healing rates improved with the introduction and more general use of total mesorectal excision, the local recurrence rates have fallen below 10 %, in part below 5 %, with TME and neoadjuvant radiotherapy or radiochemotherapy, so that disorders which affect quality of life naturally take on more importance for the individual patient, especially if he has been healed, but are also considered to be increasingly important by the surgeon. In the past decade anal continence disturbance has become quantitatively more significant, since the majority of patients with a rectal tumor undergo anterior resection. Hence 70 - 90% of rectal tumors can currently be operated with sphincter-preserving surgery without violating oncological principles. Rectal cancer surgery thus aims both at preventing a local recurrence and at preserving anal continence and bladder and sexual function. The risk of injury to the autonomic nerves is naturally greater when the tumor is more advanced, when the surgery is more extensive and the cancer itself is closer to the autonomic nerves, as is the case when the tumor is localized in the lower or middle third of the ventral circumference of the rectum, so that bladder and sexual dysfunction occur most frequently in this tumor site or after abdomino-perineal excision (APE). Further risk factors for dysfunction are age, local postoperative complications and radio- or radio-chemotherapy, in particular adjuvant therapy.

If the appropriate surgical technique is applied, dysfunction can generally be avoided if the tumor is not so advanced that parts of the bladder, the prostate or the posterior vaginal wall and autonomic nerves also have to be resected. In such cases a preparation technique which causes no mechanical or thermal damage to the autonomic nerves is important. With ever increasing knowledge of the complex function of anal continence and the causes of postoperative disorders, surgical techniques and post-operative measures have been
adopted which do not completely rule out continence disorders, but with which they can be largely avoided, or at least reduced, so that they do not significantly affect quality of life.

2. Anal continence disorders

2.1 Anterior resection syndrome, diagnostics
Anal continence is a complex function and is made possible by different continence factors with their specific anatomical and physiological substrates (Tab. 1), including the visceral and somatic muscles, the rectum with its reservoir function and the extremely sensitive anoderm, which is capable of discrimination. The continence organ is controlled neurologically at the local spinal and cerebral level. Continence is affected if one of the continence factors, such as discrimination is deficient or the compliance of the remaining rectum or the replacement rectum is diminished. Depending on the cause, anal continence dysfunction, in addition to incontinence in the true sense, can manifest itself in various ways, including in evacuation disorders. This clinical picture is now known as anterior resection syndrome and includes the following symptoms: repetitive imperative urge to defecate post defecation, increased stool frequency, shortened warning period, incomplete bowel movements, fragmented defecation, increased stool frequency due to errors in diet, decreased stool consistency, nocturnal bowel movements, no formed stool, the need for increased abdominal pressure, and incontinence of varying degrees of severity (Tab2 (156).

Continence disorders can be objectified with the different continence scores, although the most common ones, such as the Cleveland Clinic Continence Score and the Fecal Index Severity Score (Tab.3), only cover incontinence as such. Scores which also ask about other symptoms, such as discrimination, help to determine both the severity of the incontinence and to localize the causes of the continence disorders or the anterior resection syndrome. A proctologic examination is obligatory for diagnosing continence disorders. Whether further examinations, such as anal sonography, defecation radiography or a dynamic MRT of the pelvis are necessary, will depend on whether the findings have therapeutic consequences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>rectal distension</strong></th>
<th>stretching receptors in the pelvic floor musculature and (?) lateral pelvic wall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>sensory discrimination</strong></td>
<td>free ending nerve fibers und org.nerve cells in the anoderm und transitional zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>anal high pressure zone</strong></td>
<td>internal sphincter (70-80%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>external sphincter (20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hemorrhoids (15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>sampling</strong></td>
<td>rectoanal inhibitory reflex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>reservoir function</strong></td>
<td>compliance: 4-14 ml/cm H$_2$O,sensory volume: 10-70 ml maximal tolerable volume: 300 ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>voluntary contraction</strong></td>
<td>external sphincter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(squeeze)</td>
<td>Puborectal reflex, muscle spindles in external sphincter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Refactory increase</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>of anal pressure</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Factors of continence and their anatomical und physiological substrates
Causes and Prevention of Functional Disturbances Following Low Anterior Resection for Rectal Cancer

Fragmentation of stool
Frequent bowel movement
Repetitive urge to defecate
Shortened warning period
Disturbed discrimination
Incontinence of various degree of severity
Incomplete evacuation
Nocturnal bowel movement
Decreased stool consistency
Frequent bowel movement due to error in diet
Need for abdominal pressure

Table 2. Symptoms of the anterior rectum resection syndrome

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2 or more times a day</th>
<th>Once a day</th>
<th>2 or more times a week</th>
<th>Once a week</th>
<th>1 or 3 times a month</th>
<th>never</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gas</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mucus</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liquid stool</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solid stool</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Fecal Incontinence Severity Index (FISI)

3. Causes of anterior resection syndrome

3.1 Diminished reservoir function
Retrospective studies show that more than half the patients with straight coloanal anastomosis (26,27,73,127,162,163) and about 30 to 50% of patients with straight low colorectal anastomosis (12,14,106,107,137) suffer from continence disorders after low anterior resection. The inevitable extensive or complete loss of the rectum after LAR and TME results in reduced compliance and a decrease in maximal tolerable volume (MTV) and sensory volume (SV). The reservoir function of the remaining rectum or the rectal replacement can be quantified with these parameters. A post-operative reduction in these parameters could be measured in patients compared with pre-operatively (5,25,89,115,123,161), as well as in patients compared with healthy controls (25,39,154,158). Compliance is also influenced by the height of the anastomosis and the length of the rectal stump. Anastomotic leakages (44,115) with consecutive scarring of the wall of the replacement rectum or the remaining rectum and late radiation reactions following adjuvant radio chemotherapy with the formation of a rigid wall in the neorectum naturally also result in reduced compliance, and thus to deterioration in the reservoir function.

3.2 Reduction in resting anal pressure (RP) due to stretching trauma
Many manometric studies before and after low anterior resection have shown a reduction in resting anal pressure up to one year post-operatively compared with pre-operatively, regardless of whether the reconstruction had been made with a colon pouch or with a straight coloanal or colorectal anastomosis (5,25,30,37,66,69,72,74,89,158,161). As might be
expected, these findings were also seen following intersphincteric resection (80,106,145). Several studies show that resting anal pressure in patients is significantly reduced for up to one year after surgery compared with healthy controls (161). Several studies have also shown that stretching trauma plays a significant role in reducing resting anal pressure: in a randomized (55) significantly reduced resting anal pressure was found after LAR with stapled anastomosis compared with the group with hand-sewn anastomosis from the abdomen according to HAR. The lesion on the internal sphincter caused by the stapler could also be verified endosonographically six months after the operation (38), and up to 2 years postoperatively (28). Intra-operative measurement of resting anal pressure at each step of the operation during a LAR, from the beginning of anesthesia through to anastomosis, showed that resting anal pressure levels decreased significantly only after stapler anastomosis (61). Intersphincteric resection is associated with considerable stretching trauma. Hence a significantly shorter functional length of anal canal was found measuring resting anal pressure in the group with intersphincteric resection compared with LAR with TME, LAR with PME and with HAR (53). With regard to the role of stretching trauma as the reason for reduced resting anal pressure, as expected no difference was found between patients with and without a pouch system (10,37,40), or between groups with different anastomotic heights (66,90,105).

3.3 Disorders of sphincter function due to lesions of the autonomic nervous system

The autonomic nerves at the pelvic plane of inlet and in the pelvis (Fig1.) can be damaged at various points in their course during anterior resection, particularly during LAR with TME. The inferior mesenteric plexus is formed at the level of the inferior mesenteric artery by taking up fibers from the sympathetic chain. After running the aorta the nerve fibers fuse at the level of the bifurcation and the promontory to the superior hypogastric plexus, a flat, plate-like structure, which branches below the promontory into the hypogastric nerves. These consist mainly of preganglionic sympathetic fibers from T8 to L2 and fuse with parasympathetic splanchnic nerves from S2 to S4, occasionally also from S5 (108) to the inferior hypogastric plexus. This is also a flat structure, which in women is more triangular with a posterior base. The plexus receives irregular afferents from the sacral sympathetic ganglia (108). It lies on the fascia pelvis parietalis interna and the pelvic wall. The postganglionic fibers then lead from the plexus in bundles of nerve fibers to the pelvic organs, the seminal vesicles and the prostate, the bladder and the anorectum and the internal sphincter. The cavernous nerve is formed periprostatic, passes through the pelvic floor and reaches the corpora cavernosa. Six nerve fiber bundles leading to the organs were identified in female corpses (109). Afferent fibers also lead from the pelvic organs into the inferior hypogastric plexus.

The external sphincter is supplied via the pudendal nerve, which is formed from the roots of S2-S4, leaves the pelvis through the piriform foramen and, after emerging from the alcock’s canal, runs along the outer side of the levator to the fascia pelvis parietalis externa. The pudendal nerve also consist of sensitive fibers. The levator muscle itself is supplied by the levator nerve, which are also formed from S2 to S4 and run under the fascia pelvis parietalis interna on the inside of the levator muscle. They also supply a portion of the external anal sphincter (150).

The aganglionic internal sphincter tone is generated by myogenic pacemakers, relaxation is regulated by nonadrenergic and noncholinergic fibers (NANC) which release NO ,VIP or
Fig. 1. Pelvic autonomic nerves left lateral aspect. a. superior hypogastric plexus b. splanchnic nerves (parasympathetic) c. hypogastric nerve d. inferior hypogastric plexus e. cavernous nerve f. corpora cavernosa g. deferens duct h. ureter

ATP (120). The internal sphincter is controlled by the intrinsic and extrinsic nervous systems with their sympathetic and parasympathetic fibers, whereby stimulation of the sympathetic has an excitatory effect. Hence it was possible to trigger a contraction of the internal sphincter by stimulating the hypogastric nerve electrically during rectal resection (19). Blocking the sympathetic with high spinal anesthesia led to a significant reduction in resting anal pressure compared with a parasympathetic blockade using low spinal
anesthesia (31). The activity of the internal sphincter is controlled predominantly by the alpha adrenergic mechanism, as has been shown in in vitro studies using preparations from different species and from humans (34,104), as well as in in vivo studies (4).

The pelvic floor and the external and internal sphincters (164)) are controlled by special motor neurons, the Onuf nucleus, which lies between the spinal cord segments S2 and S3, medial to the ganglion cells in the anterior horn.

Long-term studies of anal continence disorders in the Dutch rectal cancer study patient collective showed that 41.4 % suffered from anal continence disorders preoperatively and 48.7% five years after surgery, and that in 38.8% anal incontinence had newly developed as a result of the treatment. Risk factors were preoperative continence disorders and radiotherapy (159). The greatest risk of injury to the autonomic nerves is at the level of the so-called "rectal stalk" or "rectal pillar", where the splanchnic nerves which are attached to the inferior hypogastric plexus are found. The rectal stalk is formed when the mesorectum is detached dorsally. If these are not detached from the fascia recti they will be unavoidably severed. A further risk of injury occurs if the rectal stalk is stretched and detached from the inferior hypogastric plexus as a result of strong contralateral tension on the mesorectum. The risk for a nerve damage, particularly to cause an erectile dysfunction (ED) may be also very high if the Denonvilliers` fascia is resected. It lies posterior to the prostate and the seminal vesicles and anterior to the thin rectal fascia. The Denonvilliers`fascia in men is regularly a leathery membrane. Immediately to the anterior lateral border of the fascia nerves run to supply the corpora cavernosa and govern the erectile function. When the tumour involves the anterior rectal quadrant ,the dissection should be conducted on the Denonvilliers fascia for oncological reason. Though the risk for a nerve damage is high with the special dissection technique these nerves can be preserved and the risk can be diminished. Damage may also be caused to the levator nerves (LAN ) which supply the levator ani muscle (see above) and sometimes also parts of the external sphincter. The fascia recti and the endopelvic fascia fuse about 2- 3 cm cranially to the pelvic floor. The endopelvic fascia must be cleanly severed in order to further detach the mesorectum, in order to reach the pelvic floor along which the LAN run.

Damage to the autonomic nerves during TME has been recently described as a cause of anal continence disorders (79). The sphincter function in patients where the autonomic nerves (AN) were completely preserved was significantly better than in patients where there was some damage. To date, scant attention has been paid to the connection between damage to the AN and anal continence disorders compared with disorders of the bladder and sexual function; since anal incontinence may be due to other factors, a connection can be more difficult to establish. According to electromyographic (78) and manometric investigations of the internal sphincter on animals (4,34,53) and on humans (19) during an anterior resection while the AN is subjected to electro-stimulation, it can be assumed that lesions on the AN play a not insignificant role as a cause of anal incontinence. This is also supported by findings such as spontaneous relaxation of the internal sphincter (140) and high amplitude pressure oscillations in the anal canal, with a spontaneous marked drop in incontinent patients following coloanal reconstruction (46) and ileoanal pouch procedure(153).

3.4 Low anastomosis
Many studies show that the height of the anastomosis affects continence (105,111,116,141). High rates of incontinence have been described both for an anastomosis height below 6 cm (73) and below 4 cm (89,90,127), and after pouch anal anastomosis compared with pouch
rectal anastomosis. According to Lewis (91), the height of anastomosis and the anal resting anal pressure are the continence-determining parameters. As with the influence of compliance on continence and the connection between compliance and remaining rectum, there is also a connection between the height of anastomosis and continence disorders. The fact that preservation of the distal rectum generally results in better continence, although it is only about 3 - 4 cm in length, is probably due to the particularly dense covering of rectospinal afferents, as has been seen in animals (117).

3.5 Disorders of the rectoanal inhibitory reflex
The rectoanal inhibitory reflex is important for fine continence based on the discrimination. Transient stretching of the rectum causes relaxation of the internal sphincter which triggers an involuntary decrease in resting anal pressure, whereby the amplitude and duration of relaxation until basal resting anal pressure is reached depend on the volume by which the rectum is distended. Bowel contents enter the upper anal canal while the rectum is filling as a result of this reflex, and can be perceived in the highly sensitive transitional zone and the upper anoderm. The reflex is communicated via the intrinsic nervous system, and is not triggered in patients with Hirschsprung disease as a result of the dysfunction of the intrinsic innervation. The reflex can also not be triggered initially after LAR (61,66,128), but is restored within a period of one year after the operation (25,26,83,89,121,124,141). In our own study the reflex was seen only in 40 % of patients at the first follow-up examination, and in 75 % six months later (26). An animal study has shown that restitution of the reflex is due to nerve growth which bridges the anastomosis (62).

3.6 Continence disorders following intersphincteric resection (ISR)
The entire rectum is resected during intersphincteric resection, including the mesorectum-free cloacogenic segment, to which a special sensory function is attributed (117,149). Different-sized portions of the internal sphincter are also removed during this process. In principle the ISR can also be performed from the pelvis. In our peranal approach the anoderm or the mucosa is incised circularly with the internal sphincter. After closing the rectum with a pursestring suture on the margin of the mucos and internal sphincter to avoid contamination, the actual dissection is performed in the intersphincteric plane to the level of the dissection in the pelvis. The intersphincteric resection is usually associated with poorer continence performance than LAR with colorectal anastomosis (9,12,13,14,53). In addition to the loss of the cloacogenic segment and the transitional zone with its sensory function, including the hemorrhoids with their contribution to continence, more frequent incontinence is due to the partial loss of the internal sphincter and to the greater stretching trauma involved in peranal access compared with stapler anastomosis.

3.7 Continence disorders and manometric findings
According to several studies, altered anorectal manometry parameters were detected in patients with continence disorders following LAR: a significant reduction in anal resting pressure in incontinent patients compared with continent patients (91,110,137) and an inverse correlation between functional anal canal length and stool frequency (57,) or degree of incontinence (53), significantly lower values of the volumetric parameters MTV, SV and of compliance in incontinent patients compared with continent patients (26,91,105,137), and
a loss of the des recto-inhibitory reflex (26,64) or greater distension pressure to trigger the reflex (110). Saigusa(141) ascertained a deficient reflex in patients with nocturnal incontinence and an ileoanal pouch.

4. Restoration with colon pouch to improve continence

4.1 Colon pouch (CJP)
Building on successful experience with the ileoanal pouch in familial adenomatous polyposis and ulcerative colitis following proctocolectomy, the colonic J pouch was introduced by Lazorthes and Parc (26,125). The clinical results and manometric data have been compared with straight colorectal and coloanal anastomosis in controlled studies, including numerous randomized trials (29,33,41,54,56,63,88,100,122,123,143,146). According to a meta-analysis (49), the CJP has unique advantages compared with straight coloanal anastomosis: Bowel movement was significantly less up to 2 years after surgery, significantly fewer patients suffered from an imperative urge to defecate up to one year post-operatively and significantly fewer patients had to take antidiarrheals. According to the recent Cochrane review (15) in two out of six studies, or in two out of seven which examined the continence score, significantly fewer incontinent patients were found in the early post-operative phase (< 8 months post-operative) or in a period up to 18 months. In numerous controlled studies volumetric parameters of reservoir function, such as MTV, SV and compliance, were examined. In 13 out of 16 studies a significantly higher MTV was measured in the pouch group compared with the group without a pouch (5,32,43,52,54,64,69,82,86,102,118,122,123,160,162). In most studies the patients were examined one year post-operatively. In a randomized trial comparing 5 cm and 10 cm long pouches, a significantly lower MTV was established with the smaller pouch, so that it can be assumed that the MTV is dependent on pouch volume (50). In 11 out of 12 controlled studies (5,40,43,52,54,64,49,102,143,160,162), compliance was higher in the pouch group than in the group with straight colorectal or coloanal anastomosis, in 9 studies significantly so. In 8 studies (32,50,64,82,88,123,160,162) SV was lower in the group without pouch, the majority significantly so compared with the pouch group. The studies on volumetric parameters confirm the better reservoir function of the pouch compared with straight coloanal or colorectal anastomosis.

4.2 Coloplasty v colon J pouch
The transverse coloplasty (165) consists of a plastic extension of the colon lumen about 4 cm proximal to the resection margin and similar to a pyloroplasty. It is easier to make and can be located in the pelvic floor even when there is a lot of fatty tissue in the mesocolon. In randomized studies (29,33,58,131 comparing coloplasty with the colon J pouch, no difference was found in the frequency of bowel movement in the early post-operative phase up to eight months, and the same result was seen in three studies up to 18 and 24 months respectively after surgery. In one of the studies (58) an advantage was seen with the colon J pouch with regard to imperative urge to defecate up to eight months post-operatively, however not after a longer period (29,33,131). In the studies the continence scores and use of antidiarrheals did not differ in the early post-operative period (29,33,58,131), nor in two studies covering a longer period after surgery (29,33,131). In a meta-analysis no differences were found in the SF or in the manometric and volumetric parameters (93).
4.3 Side to end anastomosis v colon J pouch
In 3 randomized studies side to end anastomosis was compared with the colon J pouch. One study showed a significantly lower SF in the colon J pouch group in the early phase after the operation (60), in two studies SF was the same in the period up to 18 months post-operatively and longer. In three studies no difference was found between the two methods with regard to imperative urge to defecate and continence score in the early post-operative phase (60,67,100), or in the medium and long term in two studies (67,101)

4.4 Von Flüe pouch
The interposition of an ileo ascending segment is more complex than the other pouch procedures and is not routine, especially as no advantages in terms of function could be shown in a randomized study compared with the CJP. It is an alternative procedure when the descending colon is missing, where the blood supply does not permit anastomosis with the left colon, or a left side nephrectomy has been performed, resulting in pronounced adhesions of the mesocolon transversum and descending colon

4.5 Clinical long-term results
90 % the 102 patients with a colon J pouch were continent in a study with a medium-term follow-up of 2.6 years (3). In a controlled study (10) comparing coloanal anastomosis and the colon J pouch no difference was found in the SF after a mean follow-up period of 10 years.
One study with a follow up period of 5 years showed a significantly less SF and imperative urge to defecate in the pouch group compared with straight colorectal anastomosis (52). In a retrospective study (45) with a follow-up of 5 years, imperative urge to defecate was less frequent in the pouch group compared with patients without a pouch. In a controlled study with a follow-up period of at least 3 years, the patients with a pouch showed significantly better results regarding SF, taking antidiarrheals and dietary restrictions (24).

5. Evacuation disorders
Evacuation disorders manifest with various symptoms: as a sensation of incomplete evacuation, as prolonged defecation time, fragmented stools, use of laxative suppositories or enemas. The first symptom is the one most frequently mentioned, as did 79% of patients after LAR with and without pouch (156). There are many reasons for evacuation disorders, and different factors may aggravate the problem.

5.1 Length of pouch
One reason for impaired evacuation following construction of a colon J-pouch is that the pouch is too long. Evacuation disturbances were observed in up to 60 % of patients when the colon J pouch was first introduced into clinical practice (11,4354,113,125,130), and this increased the more time passed after the operation (88)
The evacuation disorders were attributed to an overlong pouch, since such disorders occurred in particularly high numbers when the pouch was longer than 8 cm (11,41,113,125,130). Randomized trials with different lengths of pouch then showed a tendency to, or a significantly higher rate of evacuation disorders when the pouch was 10 cm long (30,87). Large pouches also have a tendency to dilate .In addition secondary changes which resulted in outlet obstruction, such as rectocele (51) and angulations have been described. In animal experiments
it was not possible to pharmacologically stimulate the large pouch with cerelutid (142). In view of these studies, a pouch length of 5 - 6 cm is currently recommended.

5.2 Other reasons for evacuation disorders
Evacuation disorders also occur with a pouch length of 5 - 6 cm, as well as in patients without a pouch, so that the hypothesis that evacuation disorders are a side effect of the pouch, and particularly of the colon J-pouch, is not borne out. According to a meta-analysis (139), evacuation dysfunction also occurs after straight coloanal or colorectal anastomosis (SCA) and transverse coloplasty (TCP), which have indeed been recommended just in order to avoid this. According to one of the meta-analyses (139) evacuation disorders such as sensation of incomplete evacuation and fragmentation occur in the early post-operative phase in the SCA group more frequently than in patients with colon J-pouch. In the mid and long-term post-operative phase, 14.8 % and 7.7 % of patients with colon J-pouch suffer much less from either complaint than patients without pouch (29.5 % and 28.9 %). If randomized studies only are considered, significantly fewer patients suffered from prolonged defecation time. When compared with the colon J-pouch, the typical disorders do not occur less often with TCP and Side to end anastomosis in the early and medium term in the post-operative period, However, fragmentation is a problem in TCP when compared with the colon J-pouch. The fact that evacuation dysfunction can occur as frequently after straight coloanal anastomosis as it can with a pouch shows that the reconstruction procedure is only one of several factors which cause these disorders. Damage to the internal sphincter and the autonomic nerves and interruption to the intrinsic nervous system also play a part.

6. Anastomotic leaks with a pouch and with straight coloanal anastomosis (SCA)
According to the recent the Cochrane review (15) anastomotic leaks do not occur more frequently after SCA than with the colon J-pouch and according to a recent meta-analysis which includes six randomized studies (93), there is no difference in leakage rate between the colon J-pouch and the TCP. Leakage rate in side to end anastomosis does not differ with the CLP.

7. Voiding disorders after LAR
The consequences of damage to the autonomic nerves which supply the bladder are well known from the process of lateral lymph node dissection in low advanced rectal cancer, which is sometimes performed in Japan. Extensive bilateral resection of the inferior hypogastric plexus leads to a neurogenic bladder in 78 % of patients in the third post-operative week, in 58% of patients spontaneous voluntary evacuation was not restored after 2 months (59). After unilateral resection the majority of patients can urinate spontaneously again only after 2 months. (59,99). Vesicourethral dysfunction occurs after LAR and APE in the early post-operative phase in 30 -70 % of patients if the autonomic nerves are not specifically preserved or cannot be correctly identified in an effort to preserve the nerves (1,76,77) Obstructive disorders after surgery attract more attention as they have to be treated acutely, although continence disorders are also common. A retrospective study (166) showed an increase of 19 % in imperative need to urinate post-operatively compared with 4% pre-operatively, from 9% to 26 % in pollakiuria and from 46.4% to 63% in nocturia, from
1.8% to 7.6% in stress incontinence grade 2 and from 0.7% to 5.8% in grade 3, complete incontinence. If they are not preexistent and if the autonomic nerves are not damaged bilaterally obstructive disorders are transient. According to a prospective study (151), 24% of patients suffered from a voiding dysfunction which required treatment until the 14th day post-operatively, and only 8% after two months.

7.1 Evaluating vesicourethral function
The IPSS covers 7 symptoms (75). The score allows a semi-quantitative assessment of the dysfunction. However, the IPSS should be augmented by a survey on urge incontinence and stress incontinence. The additional determination of residual urine volume is diagnostically meaningful in assessing dysfunction.

7.2 Physiology and innervation of the bladder
The external voluntary urethral sphincter is controlled by the pudendal nerve. The pudendal nerve also contains afferents which pass on bladder filling and wall tension. The smooth-muscled internal sphincter is contracted during the storage phase of the bladder. This muscle is controlled by the N. sympathicus. During the storage phase, the smooth-muscled detrusor is also inhibited by the N. sympathicus. When the bladder is emptying the external and internal sphincters relax, while the detrusor, which is subject to parasympathetic innervation, contracts. The storage phase is regulated by the spinal urine storage reflex: Contraction of the internal sphincter increases as the bladder becomes fuller. Micturition is initiated via the pontine micturation reflex: The increasing filling of the bladder activates the pontine micturation center which is responsible for inhibiting the urine storage reflex, resulting in activation of the detrusor and relaxation of the internal sphincter. The urethra-bladder reflex – during micturition the flow of urine affects detrusor contraction – serves to ensure the bladder is completely emptied.

7.3 Voiding dysfunction (VD) in preserving autonomic nerve procedure (PANP)
The fact that bladder dysfunction is caused by injury to the autonomic nerves has been established in a prospective study (70): where the autonomic nerves were completely identified during the LAR only 5.6% of patients developed a VD compared with 38.5% when identification was not possible. The connection between preservation of the nerves and preservation of bladder function could be demonstrated by intra-operative neuro-monitoring (77). In patients with a positive test regarding an adequate increase in bladder pressure, the IPPS items weak stream, incomplete emptying and frequency of micturition varied significantly from those with negative test result.

According to various studies, if the autonomic nerves are identified the VD rate can be expected to fall significantly to between 0 and 23%, whereby generally rates of about 10% and lower are given and some of the patients had a pre-existing VD (2,6,35,46,70,75,77,99,114,133). Risk factors for VD are pre-existing disorders, tumor size over 5 cm (75), deep-seated tumor and APE (155,157), blood loss (84), age > 65 years (155).

8. Sexual dysfunction
Sexual dysfunction occurs in 10 - 80% of men after surgery for rectal cancer (8,21,22,27,36,47,60,151,157,167). When evaluating post-operative sexual function, the not
infrequent pre-existing disorders and non-somatic causes must first be identified. Post-operative sexual dysfunction is predominantly caused by nerve lesions. A lesion of the hypogastric nerve or the superior hypogastric plexus (SHP) causes retrograde ejaculation. A lesion of the parasympathetic fibers (n. erigentes) causes erectile dysfunction (ED). The extent of nerve injury correlates with the degree of dysfunction. 76% of patients suffered from severe ED after ilio-pelvic lymphadenectomy (59); 48% (103) and 61% (152) of patients experienced ED where the autonomic nerve was preserved unilaterally, and 70% when the lesion was more extensive. The incidence is particularly high in APE because damage to the nerves is difficult to avoid in this case due to the proximity of the nerves, which supply the corpora cavernosa. It has been recognized as a risk factor in several studies (46,47,114,155).

Advanced tumors, prior surgery in the pelvis (70,147) and age > 60 years (75) have been described as further risk factors. In contrast to voiding dysfunction, sexual dysfunction is normally permanent. As with voiding dysfunction, the rate of sexual dysfunction can be clearly reduced – to between 5 and 33%, if the autonomic nerves are identified: (6,46,75,77,99,114,147).

8.1 Dissection techniques and outcome
During dissection it is important on the one hand to identify the autonomic nerves (AN), and on the other to avoid lesions as a result of the technique applied. Of the different procedures, such as dissection with monopolar or bipolar current, with ultrasonic instruments, the so-called bloody dissection with scissors or with a capillary high-pressure water jet (hydrojet) (Fig 2), the latter two do not cause thermal lesions. According to the few studies in which the rate of identification of the AN has been examined, hydrojet dissection is the technique with which the nerves can always be represented (6,35), whereas the success rate is less successful with other techniques. Although the hypogastric nerves can almost always be identified with every technique, this is not the case with the splanchnic nerves, the IHP or the nerve fibers which emanate from them. 72% of the AN (70) and 51% (114) of the N. erigentes could be identified using the conventional technique. However, the success rate can be significantly improved with neuro-monitoring (23,77).

The only controlled study, a matched pair analysis also showed hydrojet dissection to be superior to the conventional technique with regard to complete loss of function (7.1% v 42.9%) as well as to the IIEF-5 (International Index of erectile function) (13.5 v 7.2), (6).

However, the proportion of our own patients with ED, 26.1% when the IIEF -5 score was not taken into account, did not differ from the other studies (75,77,99,114,147).

8.2 Sexual dysfunction after laparoscopic surgery
The results with regard to sexual function after laparoscopic surgery for rectal cancer in men are contradictory. In the controlled studies, an advantage for the laparoscopic operation with an ED of 5% (laparoscopic) v 29% (open) (7) has been established, as well as a disadvantage with 41% (laparoscopic) compared with 4.5% (open) (136). In the Classic trial (65) there was a trend to a higher rate of ED after the laparoscopic operation. After laparoscopic proctocolectomy with ileoanal pouch (85), a significantly higher rate of orgasm dysfunction was found in men compared with open surgery. In two further studies (119,148) no difference could be established between open and laparoscopic surgery. In the non-controlled studies, the rates of complete functional failure and of ED are not insignificant at 23% (144), 21.9% (92) and 31.1% (112). In the two first studies (92,144) an ED was found in 41% and 15.9% respectively. In a further study (68) based on extensive
experience in laparoscopic colorectal surgery, only 6% ED was reported. The different results may be due to different dissection techniques, which were not described. For instance ultrasonic instruments and dissection using monopolar or bipolar current can cause thermal lesions. These techniques are used laparoscopically.

Fig. 2. Pelvic autonomic nerve identified by hydrojet dissection. View from the head of the patient. The rectum is removed.

9. Anastomotic leakage and anal continence

An anastomotic fistula always leaves scarring after healing. The extent of scarring depends on the size of the abscess, and may also cause symptomatic stenosis. As two studies have shown, these changes usually also result in decreased anal continence: patients with anastomotic leakage suffered more than patients without leakage from increased stool frequency, imperative urge to defecate and evacuation problems (44, 115). A correspondingly lower compliance of the neorectum in this patient group was also measured. Not only clinically apparent leakages, but also inapparent ones can affect continence (95).

10. Adjuvant and neoadjuvant radio- and radio-chemotherapy and dysfunction

Neoadjuvant radio- and radio-chemotherapy and adjuvant radio-chemotherapy are risk factors for anal continence disorders, whereby post-operative treatment naturally presents the greater risk, because, in contrast to pre-operative therapy, a late radiation reaction can
always occur in the neorectum. Several trials established significantly worse continence in patients who underwent adjuvant radiotherapy compared with patients without radiotherapy (81,97). Poorer continence manifested itself as more frequent bowel movement, more frequent urge and soiling. Both neorectal compliance and capacity were significantly diminished in patients who underwent adjuvant radio-chemotherapy. In a non-controlled study (98) 39% had poor continence after a mean follow-up time of 10 years. Several studies also found significantly worse continence after neoadjuvant radiotherapy and radiochemotherapy compared with patients who had not been pre-treated (18,126,129,134). In two non-controlled studies (20,135) only 14% and 25% of patients had normal continence. Radio-chemotherapy on its own can trigger anal dysfunction, regardless of surgery (94).

As with anal dysfunction, both neoadjuvant radiotherapy and radio-chemotherapy and adjuvant radio-chemotherapy are risk factors for sexual dysfunction: Male patients who underwent adjuvant radio-chemotherapy showed a significant deterioration in sexual function eight months after treatment (48). In the Norwegian cancer register a significant deterioration in sexual function was also seen 4.5 years after treatment in male patients who underwent adjuvant radio-chemotherapy or neoadjuvant radiotherapy (17) compared with patients who did not undergo such therapy. After neoadjuvant radio-chemotherapy sexual function in men was significantly worse compared with patients who did not receive neoadjuvant treatment (126,135,167). In contrast, in women sexual function is not affected to the same extent by radiation therapy (16,126,132).

Low anterior resection is the operation of choice in rectal cancer and is always possible without violating oncological principles if the sphincter is not tumor-involved. If the circumferential margin is not affected the autonomic nerves can be identified in TME using suitable dissection techniques, such as hydrojet dissection or sharp dissection, and thus preserved. The risk of thermal lesions to the nerves is always present when ultrasonic instruments are used, or in dissection with mono- or bipolar current. This is probably the reason why some higher rates of sexual dysfunction have been observed in laparoscopic LAR and TME. Damage to nerves not only causes sexual dysfunction, which is generally persistent, but also vesicourethral dysfunction, which is only permanent if the nerve lesions are extensive. Damage to the pelvic autonomic nerves and to the N. levator also contribute to disorders of anal continence. Stretching trauma to the anal sphincter is unavoidable if a peranal anastomosis is performed, particularly during inter-sphincteral resection. Stretching trauma caused by the circular stapler or by the double stapling technique can be avoided by using the inverse technique, in which the pressure plate is introduced anally and the stapler in the open limb of the colon J-pouch, or side to end anastomosis. The open limb is then closed with a linear stapler. It is not possible to use the inverse technique in coloplasty. Continence is significantly improved with the construction of a pouch. The different types of pouch, including side to end anastomosis, are all comparable in regard to continence and complication rates.

Anastomosis complications involve poor continence. It follows from this that a protective ileostomy or colostomy should be a routine in TME in order to avoid the clinical consequences of a leakage, and hence a long-term disturbance in anal function. Although the side-effects of radiotherapy have been largely reduced as a result of new techniques, the risk of anal continence dysfunction, which is not inconsiderable with adjuvant therapy, remains. Neoadjuvant therapy should always be preferred over adjuvant therapy because of
the lesser risk. Radiotherapy, whether adjuvant or neoadjuvant, frequently causes sexual dysfunction in men. The general indication of neoadjuvant radio-chemotherapy in patients with infiltration of the mesorectum (T3) is probably excessive (71) if the circumferential resection margin is not affected and an exact TME is performed. Over-treatment can be avoided with an MRT-based indication for neoadjuvant radio-chemotherapy.
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Dramatic improvements in medicine over the last few years have resulted in more reliable and accessible diagnostics and treatment of rectal cancer. Given the complex physiopathology of this tumor, the approach should not be limited to a single specialty but should involve a number of specialties (surgery, gastroenterology, radiology, biology, oncology, radiotherapy, nuclear medicine, physiotherapy) in an integrated fashion. The subtitle of this book "A Multidisciplinary Approach to Management" encompasses this concept. We have endeavored, with the help of an international group of contributors, to provide an up-to-date and authoritative account of the management of rectal tumor.
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